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Falling into a problem
U N IV .

P O L IC E

ASI begins year, criticizes
PAC for alcohol sales permit
By Shoshono Hebshi
Daily Stoff Writer
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Public Safety had
to get roped off
yesterday when a
student w orker fell

'M i

through the roof
. t. ¡

and discovered
what might have
been traces of
asbestos. For a
complete story,
see page 3. /

•¿V.
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Higher prices expected
from wage increases
not going to unless we absolutely
have to."
Doily Staff Writer
l^d)or Market Analyst for the
San Luis Obispo ('ounty bu.si* State Employment Development
m>8st‘8 predict varvinj» result« Department, Doug Perron, recogfrom the miiuinum wage increase, ni/t>d such a chain of events us
while effected einployt»es welcome normal.
“(Uusine.sses) will always pass
higher wage.s.
the
cost along unless (the market
In the first of two incrt*ases,
is)
very competitive and they
the niimmum wage rose from
$4 '25 to $4.75 on Oct. 1. The sec don’t think the market will sus
ond will be implemented one year tain (price raises)," Perron said.
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Price
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in c re a s e s
“It should all
■■
and
“a
be absorbed,” Cooley said. “It
tighter,
more
efficient
work
sched
shouldn't really be a big deal.”
However, mandated wage ule,” are the tactics Lafranchi
increases might eventually mean said he will use to account for the
higher prices at Kona’s Deli & increase.
Lafranchi didn’t seem too wor
Cafe, said General Manager
Aaron Osmonson. This would be ried.
“We might lose a few (cus
the first time in its seven years of
tomers)
from raising the prices,
business that the sandwich shop
but they didn’t change that
would up its prices.
Osmonson said Kona’s would much,” he said.
Local customers are not the
attempt to “hold out,” but if
only
ones Woodstock’s and other
Kona’s suppliers raise the prices
local
business impacted by the
the deli will be forced to adjust
wage increase have to worry
menu prices.
“Overall (the minimum wage about pleasing.
“We have a strong tourismincrease) will drive prices up (for)
based
economy," said Norie
the pnnlucts we buy," Osmonson
said.
“Eventually it might
See W A G E S p a g e 2
increa.se our prices— but we’re
By S i M i y L Johnston

Empowerment: ASl Pre.sident
Steve MeShane’s theme for the
year became apparent through
out Wednesday night’s ASI meet
ing, where the major topic of dis
cussion revolved around the sale
of alcoholic beverages at the
Performing Arts Center (PAC).
Along with this week’s grand
opening of the PAC, Cal Poly
received a temporary permit to
sell alcohol there and at Vista
Grande restaurant.
MeShane explained that last
year President Warren Baker put
together an ad-hoc committee
made up of students, staff, facul
ty and administration to investi
gate the issue of selling alcohol.
“The findings were, on the
part of the students," MeShane
recalled, “that we were not inter
ested in service at those two loca
tions."
“In fact," he continued, “they
adv(K'uU‘d against the .service of
alcohol and presented arguments
at that time."
MeShane added that regardle.ss of student opposition, the
president went ahead and grant
ed service to the Foundation to
serve alcohol at both locations.

He explained that a 30-day
waiting period followed the
Foundation’s application in
August when anyone could have
the opportunity to complain to
the California Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board (CABC).
“Going on the advice of fellow
students, student leadership and
the reports that were drawn up
by past ASI President Cristin
Brady," MeShane said, “I decided
that it was in our best intere.st to
file against the permit.”
There will be a hearing con
cerning the issue, and MeShane
said he is interested in hearing a
lot of feedback from students.
Dr. Juan Gonzales attended
the meeting as the president’s
representative.
“Thirty complaints were filed
with the CABC," he said. “We
anticipate a hearing in approxi
mately two months. People can
voice their concerns at the hear
ing. It will be open.
“It probably will be a long,
arduou.s process,” he addini.
Controlling the consumption
of alcohol at the PAC and Vista
Grande restaurant was also discus.sed.
Foundation reprt*.sentative A1
Amaral attempted to clear up
questions alxiut alndiol regula-

Senate adjourns after
passing parks, FAA bills
ne.Hs.
“We’ve got goixi news for you,"
Associated Press
I.«tt jokingly told Clinton to optm
their
hnef, amiable call. They disWASHINGTON — The SenaUcu.s.sed
bills Congress had ptissed
formally adjourned Thursday
after capping two turbulent years over the last few weeks.
“You guys did such a great
by passing a crucial aviation bill
and mtgor federal parks legisla job,” Clinton said. “It’s amazing
how much you've got done in the
tion.
The House, whose members last few weeks. You should really
have already left to concentrate be proud.”
The House for the most part
on the election campaign, will fol
low suit on Friday. That will bring finished its work last Saturday —
to a close the 104th Congress, the allowing its members to hit the
first run by Republicans in more campaign trail — when it passed
a 1997 spending bill. But the
than 40 years.
“We got it done," Senate House scheduled a session for
Majority Leader TVent Lott said Friday aflemoon, just in case
before officially declaring the ses action had been needed on mea
sion over. “I believe that the entire sures the Senate was to pass at
membership of the
104th the last minute.
The Senate’s plans to recess
Congres.s can leave tcxiay pmud of
and
head home were stalled by
their accomplishments.”
the
kind
of partisan squabbling
The 92-2 vote to approve the
Federal Aviation Administration that has prevailed throughout the
bill, and voice vote on a parks bill two-year session.
In one indication of the dis
to expand and improve more than
cord,
Senate Republican leaders
100 sites in 41 states, cleared the
refused
to confirm six judges nom
last hurdles to ending the first
Republican-led Congre.ss in four inated by Clinton and approved
by
the
Senate
Judiciary
decades.
After moving on the parks bill, Committee. For the year, the
l» tt and Democratic leader Tbm Senate confirmed only 17 federal
Dn.schle of South Dakota made a judges. A Democrat-controlled
ceremonial phone call from Lott’s Senate, by contrast, approved 66
office to President Clinton to judges nominated by Republican
announce that this session of President Bush in 1992, the year
See SENATE p a g e 6
Congress hod concluded its busiBy Jim A b ro n s

tion.
“We won’t sell more than two
glasses of wine to anyone at one
time, period," he said.
Amaral assured it would be a
controlled environment and no
one would be served without a
meal or before 4 p.m.
“It’s complimentary to the
Performing Arts Center," he said.
“A lot of the people have asked for
this service because they prefer
to have a gla.ss of wine with a
nice meal before a p>erformance.”
In Cal Poly Plan news, ASI
asked for two to three represen
tatives from each college to help
form a committee which will
research how the student body
and administration are reacting.
ASI was also informed last
night that the Utilidor construc
tion project is an IH- to 24-month
project and will not be completed
for a while, but they are trying to
move out of Dexter lawn as soon
as possible.
Finally, the meeting wel
comed ASI Executive Director
Soncia R. Lilly who recently
replaced Polly Harrigan after her
summer resignation.
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The Safe
Ride Home program has
expanded ¡Is services this
year to help reduce DUIs.

OPINION:

Mark
Armstrong pipes up about
drinkir>g alcohol in the
Performing Arts Center
and what cooftes next.
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SPORTS:

The men's
soccer team is ready to
defend its territory against
Northridge tonight.
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46 days left in fall quarter
Today's Weather: Patchy morning fog, mostly sunny
Tomorrow's Weather: Mostly sunny
Today's high/low: 80/53 Tomorrow's high/l<ow: 81/55

UPCOMING
The League of Women Voters of Son Luis Obispo w ill hold its gen
eral meeting on Saturday^ Oct. 5 from 9:30 to 11 ;30 a.m. in the
District Board Room of SLO High School. For more information call
543-2220.
Son Luis Obispo Lions Club is holding its annual pancake breakfast
at the Elks Club on Sunday, Oct. 20, 1996 from 8 a.m. to noon.
The proceeds w ill go towards the annual eye screening for students
in local schools. Purchase tickets at the door or call 434-3283.
Student Community Services is sponsoring "Into the Streets" O c t.1 1
and needs volunteers to perticipate in the one-day community ser
vice event, with a free barbecue afterwards. For more information
call Lori at 756-5834.
The County Clerk-Recorder's O^ice would like to remind the resi
dents of San Luis Obispo that the last day to register to vote
in the Nov. 5 election is Monday, Oct. 7. Rock the vote.
Agenda Items: c/o Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
Advertising: 756-1143
Editorial: 756-1796
Fax: 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda will be
printed. Mustang Daily reserves the right to select Agenda items.
In order to guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.

WA(iHS: Minimum wage increased to $4.75
From page 1

I’lacak, inaiKi^'er of tlu* San l.ui.s
Obi.-^po (’onnty Kmployinent
I)i*vt‘lopim*nt Department. “The
people wno come here .shop in
.slore.s, eat in re.staiirant.s, .stay in
hotel.s and many of those people
(who work at those jobs) are at
the minimum wa^;e level.”
Afiricultural
engineerin^í
senior Dennis (loodall, who works
at Olde Port Inn in Avila Beach, is
part of this ^Toup of mininuimwafie earners servintt tourists. As
an employee, he is plea.sed with
the increased salary he will
rectdve
“VVe work hard, so we definite
ly de.ser\’e it,” (liMidall said. “It’s a
jj(M)d thinp; I just wish it would
have happiuH'd s(H»ner."
As a minimum-wape earner,
(iiKidall is in the minority.

“There aren’t a lot of people
making minimum wage in
(^)a.stal California,” .said Perron,
who analyze.s labor market .stati.stic.s. He added that wage.s in this
area generally .start higher — at
.$5 or $6 per hour.
But .students like (loodall are
likely to he among tho.se group.s
which do earn minimum wage.
These groups, according to ('al
Poly economics professor Phillip
Fanchon, are young people,
retirees and unskilled workers.
While husines.ses adju.st and
workers rejoice, it remains to he
seen what overall effect the
increase in minimum wage will
have for the local economy.
This is something Fanchon
said nobody— including econo
mists— knows for sure.

Catch a later, safer ride home
ly JoIm Baroli
DoByStaff Writer
If you find yourself stuck
downtown and in need of a ride
home after a few cocktails at a
bar, or if you’re stranded on a
street comer late at night, you
can put your mind at ease, the
Safe Ride Home program has
extended its hours of operation.
Safe Ride Home, a division of
Ride
On-Transportation
Management Association (TMA)
has extended its hours from 9
p.m. to 3 a.m. on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, the three
nights the shuttle vans service
San Luis Obispo.
"A group of Cal Poly students
did a report on Safe Ride Home
and made recommendations for a
more effective program," said
Mark Shaffer, executive director
of Ride On-TMA. The group sug
gested earlier hours would bene
fit members of the community
that were planning to use the
Safe Ride Home service after a
night out, but did not want to

U.S. to Stay in Bosnia for 5 more months
By John Diam ond

Associated Press

WASHINGTON
The
Pentagon will keep thousands of
U.S. troops in Bosnia for more
than five months as a “covering
force” to close out the NATO peace
operation in that war-torn coun
try, the nation’s top general told
lawmakers Thursday.
As of Dec. ‘20 — the date the
Clinton administration said the
Bosnia mission would end —
10,000 Army soldiers will still he
in
Bosnia,
(len.
.John
Shalikashvili, chairman of the
.Joint ('hiefs of Staft, told the
Senate
Armed
Services
(^immittee. By Feb. 1 the force
will be 7,.500, with the last of
tho.se troops pulling out by midMarch.
Despite criticism from law
makers that the move lengthens
the Bosnia mi.ssion, Shalikashvili
and Defen.se Secretary William
I'erry portrayed the covering force
as routine and not an opening to a
follow-up deployment.
“The covering force is indeptmdent of any thought process about
whether there will be a follow-on
force,” Shalikashvili .said. As to
the prospects of the }x>ace lasting
beyond the departure* of U.S. and
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Safe Ride Home service and is
thankful for its existence,
“I went out one night to a
party with my roommates and
was unable to drive,” Lenz said.
“Someone suggested that we call
the Safe Ride number for a ride
home.”
Safe Ride is a nonprofit and a
valuable resource for the commu
nity, Lenz added.
“It does the community and
the students a real huge favor,"
he said.
Last year, the nonprofit Safe
Ride Home program provided
over 2,500 ndes to people who
chose not to drive their cars after
drinking.
Even if someone needing a
ride is out of the city limits. Safe
Ride Home will contact a taxi
service.
The cost of «registering for
unlimited rides home for one
year is $20, However, Safe Ride
Home is available to unregis
tered people at a cost of $4 per
ride.

leave their automobile stranded
over night.
‘'It was a recommendation
that made a lot of sense,” Shaffer
added.
The Safe Ride Home service
doesn’t solely cater to the needs
of individuals who have been
drinking alcohol. “Safe Ride is
for everybody. You don’t have to
be coming home from the bars,”
Shaffer said.
Shaffer added that only 18
percent of the rides requested are
from people coming from the
bars.
“The remaining (users of saferides) drink at sorority and fra
ternity houses, parties and at
other residences,” Shaffer said.
The Safe Ride Home program,
coupled with stricter law enforce
ment, has drastically reduced the
number of DUIs in San Luis
Obispo.
“The number has decreased
by 40 percent within the last
year,” according to Shaffer.
Cal Poly civil engineering stu
dent Larry Lenz has utilized the

$55 for Adults • $45 for Seniors & Youth
Good Everyday, Weekends & Holidays

11175 Los Osos Valley Road
San Luis Obispo • (805) 781-7309

Republicans on the committee
angrily recited to Perry and
Shalikashvili their own unequivo
cal statements last year that the
troop deployment would be over
by the end of the year.
“The credibility gap between
you and Congress is as wide as
the Grand C'anyon,” said Sen.
.John McCain, R-Ariz.
Sen. William Cohen, R-Maine,
voiced “a fear on the part of mem
bers that this cover force is going
to be a precursor to a much longer
force pre.sence.”
Even Georgia Sen. Sam Nunn,
ranking Democrat on the commit
tee, said the Clinton administra
tion had erred in setting a firm
withdrawal date.
“Any time you’re setting spe
cific time lines for a particular
deployment to end you’re making
a mistake at the outset,” Nunn
said.
Perry and Shalikashvili indi
cated they did not consider the
need to keep some troops beyond
December an issue that warrant
ed extensive consultations with
('ongress.

allied forces, he was pessimistic.
“Everyone that I’ve talked to
tells me that it’s not likely,”
Shalikashvili said.
Whether U.S. troops stay even
longer in Bosnia is a decision the
Clinton administration probably
will not make until after the pres
idential election in November.
“I have not made up my mind”
on what to recommend to
IVesident Clinton, I^erry said.
The basic que.stion, he said, is
whether a further deployment “is
worth investing the resources, the
time, the risk of being involved.”
The estimated cost of the mis
sion has ballooned to more than
$.‘J billion, double the initial esti
mates. But the troops suffered
fewer casualties in their first six
months in Bosnia than during the
same time span at their base in
Germany. As of .June, three had
died and 15 were injured, accord
ing to I’entagon statistics.
“IFOR has done its military
task brilliantly,” Perry said, refer
ring to the NATO peace
Implementation Force that today
includes some 15,000 U.S. troops.
“IFOR’s mission is over.”
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Cal Poly Women’s Center sponsors
series of lectures on eating disorders
Kristin Dayton and Timaree Spiadaro of
the CTd Poly Peer Health F^ducators Nutrition
Doily Stoff Writer
Team exfiressed that the eating disorder prob
A new lecture series on “Eating Issues” sponsored by lem on campus is often hard to combat because
the (hd Poly Women’s tlenter began Wednesday night in the disease falls under such a .social stigma,
and many people are afraid to come forward.
XS
the University Union.
“To be honest, I think it (di.sordered eating
The series i’e atures speakers provided by Eating
at
Cal
Poly) is undere.stimated,” Dayton said.
Assessment and ’Freatment for San Luis Obispo (E.A.T.“I personally don’t think enough is being
S.L.O.).
Wednesday’s talk, “Conscious Eating: The road to done.”
Dayton and Spiadaro said that their team,
recovery,” was lead by E.A.T.-S.L.O.’s (dinical Director,
which operates out of Health Services, may be
Vicki Hansen.
Hansen shared the story of her own 23-year battle with the best place for a student with an eating
anorexia, bulimia, compulsive eating and yo-yo dieting, as problem to turn. They offer one-on-one consul
well as her no-diet approach to what she called “the per tation, and referrals to the Psychological
Services office.
fect body.”
“If they’re not ready to make the plunge
Hansen’s love-hate relationship with food began when
and
make an appointment at Psychological
she was 12-years-old. She said she felt her weight and food
Serv'ices, (nutrition team counseling) is a lot
intake were the only things she could control, and so she
more casual and can be anonymous,” Spiadaro
became anorexic.
said. “We can ahso help them take that plunge
Hansen told stories of competing with a childhood and get help.”
friend to see who could eat the least and exercise the most.
“We have people on our team that have had
This game got her down to 85 pounds, and sent her on a these kinds of problems,” Dayton added. “We’ll
path of self destruction that would lead well into her adult usually try to pair people up with someone
life.
who’s been through it before.”
She explained how she went on to face bulimia all
The main goals of the “Eating Issues”
through college, and then moved on to compulsive eating series are to educate audiences about the
and yo-yo dieting as she got older.
nature of disordered eating, and as well as to
“My self-esteem was completely tied to food,” she rai.se awareness of the recovery services that
explained. “1 looked fine on the outside, but on the inside 1 are available in the community.
felt completely out of control.”
“We’re trying to get as much information as
Hansen is now free of any disordered eating behaviors, possible on to the campus and into the dorms,”
and has spent 10 years educating others about eating Han.sen said
issues.
In her lecture, Hansen explained that
“I used to spend 90 percent of my life thinking about many people, although they may think their _
, ,
i f i
food-weight issues,” she said. “Now the freedom is great.” food consumption is normal, could be on their O"® »^’®
'“ ^®^ ^®'’'®^
P®^P'®
Hansen said she was very excited about the new lec way to a serious problem. She said that by no about the nature of disordered eating. / Daily photo by Maureen McDowell
ture series. The talks will be presented every Wednesday means are the speakers geared only toward
at 7 p.m. throughout the year, excluding the first week of people who identify themselves as having eating disorders. acquaintance with an eating di.sorder,” Harris said. “1don’t
each quarter and during finals.
“We all fall somewhere in the continuum between want people to think that they have to be therapists to
“We’ve worked for a long time to get this lecture series, healthy eating habits and disordered eating," she said. their friends, but I do want them to feel comfortable talk
and we’re thrilled,” Hansen said after the talk.
“Ninety pc*rcent of American women have a disordered ing to them.”
Hansen now encourages people to ignore societal eating relationship with tmting, food, weight or body image."
Upcoming lectures will also feature topics such as the
cues such as celebration, reward and comfort, and to only
Coordinator of Woman’s Programs and Services, non-diet approach to a healthy weight, body image, using
eat when the body is hungry.
Patricia Harris said she was particularly enthusiastic
“Diets don’t work,” she said. “Hunger is the only legiti about the lecture scheduled for Nov. 20, entitled “When the expressive arts and body-centered therapy and what to
do when others make comments about one’s eating or
mate reason to eat. We are designed to eat when we want Someone You ('are About Has an Eating Di.sorder."
“Most p>eople have at lea.st a friend, roommate or weight.
to eat, and stop when we want to stop.”
By Anne Thom as

Student falls through roof ‘Mozart of Poetry’ wins literature Nobel
By Cosina Ctimiyst«'
_____

___DoBy Compus Editor__________

The possibility of asbestos
contamination closed the Cal
Poly’s Public Safety reception
desk on Thursday when a stu
dent assistant fell through the
roof while putting in a phone
cable.
Industrial technology senior
Raul Briseno a student assistant
who works for Cal Poly’s com
munications service was cabling
a wire for an emergency opera
tions line which ran from the
emergency operation center to
the front desk when he fell.
He said he finished the job,
and as he went to put his leg on
a skylight, he fell through stop
ping his fall to the ground by
holding on to a 2 inch by 4 inch
piece of wood.
“All I noticed was debris on
the ground," Briseno said, “and
the hght hanging by the wire.”
He said there were four peo
ple in the room when he fell,
“If someone had been under
me I would have hit them,” he
said.
No one in the room was hurt
including Brisedo, but due to the
asbestos in the walls, a carcino
gen that has caused cancer,
Joseph Risser, risk manager for
Cal Poly said everyone was
immediately evacuated from the
building.

“Asbestos is not a guarantee
that they would get cancer, but
it can potentially cause prob
lems,” Risser said.
lb ensure everyone’s safety.
Cal
Poly’s
Environmental
Health and Safety is monitoring
the air and taking samples to
decipher if asbestos was
released.
According to industrial tech
nology senior Bob Winegarden,
who is another student assis
tant, the danger of asbestos is
that once it’s released into the
air it breaks down into fibers
which can penetrate lungs. The
fibers act like hooks and the
lungs are unable to get rid of
them, he said.
Risser said it is rare for acci
dents like this one to happen,
but that occasionally there is no
way to avoid it. He said the only
thing the Environmental Health
and Safety can do is test the air
and inform those in the room if
they were exposed.
Meanwhile a temporary desk
was set up outside the building.
“The last thing we want to do
is inconvenience the students
and staff,” said Cal Poly's Chief
of Police L. Thomas Mitchell.
The building should be open
today, otherwise Mitchell said
they would establish an alter
nate location.

she was not like a movie star
determined to “build a whole life"
Assockited P rrs
on her award.
Arguably Poland’s most popu
STOC'KHOLM, Sweden —
lar
poet, Szymborska’s work
While her wit, political in.sight
inspired
the 1994 movie “Red” as
and intensity of emotion inspired
movie makers in Hollywood and well as providing lyrics for Polish
rock bands in her native Poland, rock stars, ('ritics say she is both
Wislawa Szytnborska likiKl to stay deeply political and witty, and
away from the spotlight. She u.ses humor in delightful, unexpt*cted ways.
couldn’t escape it Thursday.
The academy prized her jxietry
Winning this year’s Nobel
Prize in literature, the retiring for “ironic precision,” as exempli
73-year-old poet was obliged to fied in this excerpt from the pcnmi
accept the world’s attention and “The Joy of Writing;”
The joy of writing.
the prize committee’s praise of her
Power of preserving.
“esprit, inventivene.ss and empa
The
nwenge of a mortal hand.
thy."
Szymborska’s later pwtry is
The prize citation likened her
revenge
of sort,« against her first
to the “Mozart of p<H*try," a
woman who mixtKl elegance of two b(M)ks, publishtKl in 1952 and
language with “the fury of 1954, which were producc*d under
Beethoven" and who was not the (Communist censorship of the
afraid to tackle serious subjects Stalini.st era. She later di.sclaimed
both books and became a critic of
with humor.
Szymborska had gone for a Jo.sef Stalin, likening him to the
walk in the southern I’olish holi AlKiminahle Snowman in the 1957
day re.sort of Zakopiine just before poem “Calling Out to Yeti.”
Szymlxirska (pronounced v«‘esthe Swedish Academy announced
the $1.12 million prize Thunsday. WAH-wah sheem-BOR-skah) “is
When she came home, she found very reser\’ed. Some call her shy
but she is a very intense person,"
her life had changed.
“I am very happy, I am hon Sture Allen, the .secretary for the
ored, but at the same time Swedish Academy, said in
.stunned and a little bit frightened announcing the prize.
Prai.se quickly poured in from
with what awaits me,” she told
Poland’s Radio Zet. “I’m afraid I her native country for the first of
will not have a quiet life for some this year’s Nobel laureates.
“Again, Poland was noticed,
time now, and this is what I prize
and fir.st of all this woman was
the most.”
She later told Polish television noticed — so modest as a pc>r.son
By Jim H ein tz

and so great in spirit," former
President l.«ch Walesa, the 198.3
Nobel peace laureate, told Radio
Zet
In a burst of patriotic fever,
Polish F'inance Minister (irzegorz
Kolodko said he will exempt
Szymborska from tax on the prize
money.
Szymhorska “per.sonifies the
grt>atness of Polish fXK*try of the
20th century,” author .Andrzej
Szczypiorski told the Polish news
agency PAP.
“It turns out that the force of
Poland and of Polish nature is in
the spiritual sphere. lH‘cau.se this
great |KM*t fnmi Krakow becomes
more important to the whole
world than all these sweating
guys who run around making
more
and
more
dollars,"
Szczypiorski said, referring to
frenzied Polish busiiiessinen.
Szymborska’s influence and
works have spread more widely
than in the tight literary circles
where many poets remain.
Polish rock singer (\ira put
her poem “Nothing Twice" into
song last year, and another
Szymborska p<H*m. “Dive At First
Sight," inspired the lauded, enig
matic movie “Red” by the late
Polish
director
Krzysztof
Kieslowski.
The Nobel Prizes in medicine,
economics, physics and chemistry
will be announced next week in
Stockholm, followed by the peace
prize on October 11 in Oslo.
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Coyote Byways
By Bob Gish
Coyote Boy checked his P.O. box and found his
“California Ballot Pamphlet” waiting. All of the
acts, initiatives, amendments and statutes were
there. All of the propositions he had to bone up on
before the election.
Some initiatives he hadn’t even heard about like the one on campaign spending limits which he
first read as speeding limits. He was for increasing
the minimum wage and leery of attorney fees in
any context. He was for limited recovery to drunk
drivers and uninsured motorists and for the med
ical use of maryuana —and cactus buttons for that
matter. There were about 15 propositions to read
through and think about. And Coyote Boy tried to
think clearly and objectively about things.
Sometimes he made snap judgments,
though."Readiness is all,” he always howled. He
was a voracious reader.
Propositions didn’t bother Coyote Boy. His life
was one proposition after another —arguments in
favor of and opposed to, rebuttals to rebuttals.
Sui-e, actions speak louder than words, but words
were action, too. And Coyote Boy, ever wily, knew
the pen could be mightier than the sword, too.
Words could even at times soothe savage beasts —
this depended on the detinition of terms, though,
he countered to himself. “Howl on," was his motto.
Coyote Boy always tried to be affirmative, take
affirmative steps, be FOR the ¡lositive or FOR the
negative. But be FOR things. It was hard to be for
negative actions, unless you could form them as
positive actions. So when he came to Proposition
209, he knew he had something to chew on.
It dealt with affirmative actions, even with
Affirmative Action, although not specified. Now
there was a word to watch, since he knew words
could be knotted and twisted and sometimes you
had to just bite right through them. His whole life
involved suffering the negative slings and arrows,
the turns and stereotypes, of being called “preda
tor.”
Coyote chewed on the language of 209 as he
read it; “Proposition against discrimination or pref
erential treatment by state and other public enti
ties."
“Hmmm,” Coyote Boy cogitated. “Prohibition led
nowhere. 1 thought that was rescinded back in
(irandfather Coyote’s days."
But then he read further and the lights went
on.
“Beware, Coyote Boy, be careful, MUCHO O.JO!
Beware prohibitions and preferences and what
they mean or might mean. Beware public entities.
Beware the state.
“Right now I’ll side with affirmative steps, affir
mative actions, even if they are obscured by nega
tive-sounding association with ‘prohibition’ and
‘discrimination’or 'preferential treatment.’This
means to be affirmative 111 have to be negative and
vote against this Proposition 209, but in voting
against it 111 be voting for the affirmative initia
tives already set in place."
Coyote wasn’t as confused as he sounded,
though. He knew what he was doing. At least he
was resolved to vote, and to urge others to do the,
same.
“Remember to vote," he barked to Down and
Out Coyote as he passed him at the foot of the Post
Office steps. “Accentuate the positive, vote against
209.”
Bob Gish is director of the Ethnic Studies pro
gram.
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campus

T h e difference betw een sip p in g a n d chugging
By Mark Armstrong
ongratulations, Cal Poly, we’re finally wet!
Well, wetter than we were before. The Alcohol
Beverage Control Board (ABC) has granted
the Performing Arts Center (PAC) and its
neighbor, the Vista Grande Restaurant, the go-ahead to
serve alcoholic beverages at upcoming soirees.
The permission comes with a restriction. The alcohol
can’t be taken outside of the center itself, regardless of
who’s holding the drink. For the older folk who will have
driven on campus to see the Feld Ballets tonight, that
means you can’t take that wine glass out to your car and
try to fit it in the 12-ounce cup holders. For you young
ones, that also won’t allow you to let your wine glasses
stack up in front of your respective dorm like you do with
those VG trays.
The fine people at the Performing Arts Center have
stated since the idea was first brought up that, in order to
retain the ambience of a night at the theater, they should
have the option to .serve alcohol if they choose.
And the choice is now theirs.
We heard a little bit about this toward the end of lust
year from those who found the difference between sipping
a glass of wine at the theater and chugging a brew at the
basketball game to be a fine, blurry line — especially
right after chugging.
That was expected. What PAC people didn’t expect was
Steve McShane and the rest of ASl crew coming out in
opposition to the idea. McShane said in not so many
words that if we’re a dry campus, let’s be a dry campus.
That’s it.
In a 10-plus-page memorandum distributed at last
night’s ASl meeting, McShane and former ASI President
Cristin Brady outlined their complaints and recommenda
tions for a possible compromise. Among the ideas were
having Public Safety train the people who serve alcohol to
deal with underage or under-the-influence drinkers and
that alcohol may not be advertised in performance
announcements.
It’s a novel idea. College students against alcoholic
consumption. Which is why the Performing Arts Center
didn’t see it coming.
The tables have turned. It seems to be the strange
case of San Luis Obispo finally telling the students to
lighten up, and have a drink.
Warren Sinsheimer didn’t expect it. The chair of the
Central Coast Commission for the Performing Arts proba
bly also didn’t expect public protest by more than 30
groups, including SLO County R.I.D. (Remove Intoxicated
Drivers) and angry letters from the community.
People wrote letters chastising the Performing Arts
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Center for all but leading our impressionable children
into an oblivion of drug use by condoning alcohol con
sumption at a theater performance — and only steps
away from 2,000 17- and 18-year-olds in the dorms. For
shame!
No matter how discriminatory Cal Poly may seem in
its decision to .serve alcohol at the Performing Arts Center
and no matter how much I hate to admit it, it’s a whole
different scene in that concert hall.
As Sinsheimer told me, that’s not exactly the kind of
place kids are going to head to when they want to get
wasted.
It’s a place to drink responsibly and enjoy a show, and
that’s a pretty good impression to leave. (By the way,
Sinsheimer said he wasn’t going to drink alcohol anyway,
for fear of falling asleep during the performances).
As good as ASI’s intentions were, it’s not worth the
time McShane and Brady have given it. It’s a matter of
bringing in as many people as possible, so Cal Poly can
make some money off this $30 million gla.ss-and-metal
mammoth that has sprouted on campus.
Not only does the audience expect a drink, but the
musicians and performers will as well.
Way back when the main concert venue on campus
was the rockin’ Mott Gym, the Pretenders came to play.
The members were surprised, however, when they arrived
at Cal Poly to find campus officials outside the tour bus
waiting to confiscate all the alcohol they had brought on
campus. The frustrated musicians vowed after the show
to never return to this straight-laced school again. They
did come back two years ago, but by then they were prob
ably all sober anyway.
So let them drink if they want to.
Sure, on the surface it’s first-class discrimination
against us down here in coach class, waiting for our
thirsts to be quenched at Mustang Stadium, but I see it
as one loose brick in a crumbling wall.
I’m sure Cal Poly realizes that if it wants money for
those new stadiums quickly, it could start selling alcohol
at sporting events and possibly double or triple their rev
enues. They’re making nothing off students right now.
But that’s a whole different ballgame.
So for now, kick back in those posh seats of the
Performing Arts Center and sip on a glass of wine during
intermission.
But try not to fall asleep.
Mark Armstrong is a journalism junior and the Daily
managing editor and will make anyone a fake ID for 50
bucks.
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AFP

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

Dinner/
Slide Show
House
6pm

Dinner/
Casino Night
House
6pm

TRAP shoot
meet at House
6pm

Smoker
Tri-tip
House 6pm

B©n

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

BBQ at G am m a
Phi Beta
Sorority
5:00-7 ;3 0 pm

Pizza & Bow ling
at M cPhee's in
UU,
4 :0 0 -6 :0 0 p m

T ri-T ip BBQ on Theater Lawn
5 :0 0-8 :0 0 pm

AY

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg 52, E27

M onday Night
Football & Pizza
@ Round Table
Pizza
6 0 0 - 9 00pm

Pizza 8 Bow ling
in U U ,
6 :0 0 -8 :0 0 p m

Fiesta H oops 9
House
6 :0 0-8 :0 0 pm

AIO

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

Fights. Football,
Foozball, and
Food
6:00pm
244 C alllom ia

Trap Shoot and
TrI-TIp BBQ
Meet at 244
C alifornia
5:30pm

AT

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

Pizza &
R ootbeer feast
&Delta Tau
5:00pm (Mon
Night Football)

Tri-Tip BBQ on
Theater Lawn
6:00pm

AX

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

AX H ouse
5 3 0 -9 00pm

U niversity Union
BBO
4 :0 0-7 :0 0 pm

U ltim ate
E xperience w /
A O P 9 house
4 00pm sharp

KI

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg 52, E27

W oodstock's
Pizza.
1000 Higuera St
6 00pm

M cPhee s
B o w lin ^ o o l/
Pizza - UU
C al Poly
6 00pm

BBQ at Kappa
Sigm a House/
H ouse Tours
5 00pm -7:00pm

KX

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

M onday Night
F ootball O
Bishop's
Lounge
5 :3 0 -9 00pm

Pool and Subs
9 Slo Balls
5 :0 0 -7 00pm

Poker and Pizza
9 Kappa Chi,
Prizes to be won
6 0 0 -8 30pm

AXA

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

Tri-Tip BBQ on
Theater Lawn
4 0 0 -6 00pm

D essert with
Alpha Chi
O m ega sorority
at their house
7 :00-9:00pm

T ri-T ip BBO and
slide show at the
Lam bda Chi
Alpha h o u |e
5 0 0 -7 :0 0 p m

OKA

Fraternity
Forum
5.00pm,
Bldg 52, E27

lAE

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

M cP hee's Rack
N 'Roll
8 0 0 -1 0 :0 0 p m

in

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

M onday Night
Football, pool,
pms. and pizza
O M cph e e 's
6 .0 0 -8 00pm

D essert at the
S andw ich Plant
5 0 0 -7 00pm

Sub sandw iches
and Sigm a Pi 9
O sos St Subs
6 0 0 -6 00pm

IN

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg 52, E27

BBO O
U niversity Union
5 :0 0 -8 OOpni

H ypnotist 9
Alpha C hi
O m ega sorority
House.
5 0 0 -8 :0 0 p m

Sports D ay 9
H ouse
5 0 0 -6 00pm

lOE

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

T ri-T ip BBQ
w ith soronty
5 30pm
2B0 CaM om ia
Blvd

BBO on Mott
G ym Lawn
5:30pm

Pizza & Chmbirtg
W alt in UU
4 00pm

IX

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

T n -T i> BB Q at
M olt Lawn
4 0 0 -6 00pm

O sos Street
S ubs and Pasta
w ith Alpha
O m icron Pi
6 0 0 - 9 00pm

P ie night at
G am m a Phi
Beta
6:00-8 30pm

F ight N ight at
the house
7 0 0 -9 :3 0 p m

1200
O pen H ouse
at
1236 M onieV ista

TKE

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

Pizza and
B ow ling O U.U
B ow ling ANey
4 :0 0-6 :0 0 pm

T ri-Tip BB O at
B usiness
B uilding Lawn
4 :0 0 -7 0 0 p m

Sum o W rastkng
9 H ealth
C enter
4 0 0 -7 :0 0 p m

O m ner/Cesmo
N ight at 1279
M urray St
6 0 0 -9 :0 0 p m

C rux Chm birtg
G ym
1160 Laurel Ln
1200pm

OA0

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

B and at
B ackstage
Pizza
8:00pm

T rl-T p BBQ in
U niversity Union
5:00pm

OKy

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg.52, E27

M onday Night
Football
Pizza & Root
Beer 6 p m O
H ouse

Event T B A.
call 783-0642

OIK

Fraternity
Forum
5:00pm,
Bldg 52, E27

BBO 9 H ouse
5:00pm

P ie feed
w /sorority 9
H ouse
5:30pm

Delta Sigm a Phi

D elta Tau

Delta C hi

Kappa Sigm a

K appa C hi

Lam bda C hi Alpha

P i K appa A lpiia

s ig m a Alpha E psilon

Sigm a Pi

Sigm a Nu

S igm a P hi E psilon

S igm a C hi

Tau K appa E psilon

P hi D elta Theta

Phi K appa Psi

P tii S igm a Kappa

V

Interviews

9 -O c t

Delta Upsilon

I.

Interviews

8 -O c t

B e la Theta Pi

M onday Night
FootbaN A Tn-Tip
BBO on Thaatar

6 0 0 -9 00pm
A O N toronly

Law n
w/

BBQ at Health
C enter Lawn
5 :0 0-8 :0 0 pm

O pus concert
w /pizza and
G am m a Phi Beta
9 B ackstageP izza
7 .0 0 -1 0 0 0 p m
Subs with the
Pikes 9 Pike
H ouse
6 0 0 -9 00pm

Oct

13 -

7 -O c t

Alpha G am m a Rho

11 -

12-O c t

6 -O c t

TBA

High R oller's Night
w /the Ladies of
Kappa Alpha Theta
7:30pm 244
California
Italian Pasta
F eed 9 Delta
Tau
6:00pm
(w /sorority)

BBQ at Santa
Rosa Park
1 :0 0 -3 00pm

Sm oker
Invite Only

Sports D ay with
A O il
Invite Only

Sm oker
Invite Only

BBQ w ith the
B ro s , 1 00pm
244 C alifornia

Sm oker
and Slideshow.
F orm al Attire.
Invite Only

B achelor Party
9 D elta Tau
(Invite O nly)

46th /Vnnual
Sm oker
9 D elta Tau.
Invite Only

Paintball,
8 0 0 a m -5 :0 0 p m
on am pitheatre
lawn

Sm oker 9 house
7 0 0 -9 00pm

Sports Day
Meet 9 Kappa
Sigma house 12 00pm

Sm oker at
Kappa Sigm a
H ouse
6 00pm

w / £ K sorority

14 -O c t

Interview s.
By appointm ent
only

Preferential
D inner at
P icasso's
7 00pm

BBO at Kappa
Chi, Invite only

M exican Fiesta
w /tacos & Alpha
O m icron Pi
Sorority 9
Lam bda C hi Alph.i
H ouse 5 -7 p m
Sem i-Form al
Sports D ay 9
D ance w /Kappa
Santa Rosa Park Alpha Theta 9
11 0 0 a m -2 00pm /
The M onday C lub L u a u id P ik e H o u ''"
7 0 0 -1 0 00pm
6 0 0 -1 0 00pm

Pizza & slide
show 9
C hum ash
6 0 0 -9 00pm

Tri-Tip BB O «t
M ott Lawn
4 0 0 -7 :0 0 p m

B asketball
Tourney at the
D elta C hi H ouse
4 00pm

Oct

C asual N ight at
the Lam bda Chi
Alpha house
5 00-8 00pm

Breakfast w/
A

XU

sorority 9

Fireside,
invite Only

Sorority H ouse

Sports Day &
BBO
12 00pm
0 4 1 6 H athw ay

Inten/iew s
Invite Only

Smoker,
Invite Only
S em i-form al

BBQ. sports,
and m usic
Time and lo ca 
tion TBA

Paintball in
Santa M argarita
Invite O nly
Transportation
provided

P referential
Dinner.
Invite O nly

H aw aiian Luau
O Sigm a Nu
House
4 0 0 -7 00pm

Sm oker 9
Sigm a Kappa
sorority H ouse
6 0 0 - 8 00pm

Interview s <*
Sigm a Nu H ouse
Invite O nly

Alpha and
O m ega BBQ.
Invite O nly

H ypnotist show
with Alpha
O m icron Pi
6 30pm . 280
CaM om ia Blvd

C asino Night
700pm
InvKo Only

Sm oker
7 00pm
Invite O nly

M onday Night
F ootball
Invite O nly

S lide show
w /G sm m a Phi
Beta sorority
7 00pm
4*416 Hathway

S m oker at
S andw ich Plant
7 0 0 -9 30pm

w/ A o n

w/ A X ll

Spaghetti F eed &
Slide show O Phi
DeN. 2746
R eservoir C anyon
Rd.. w /sorority
5:00pm
Fam ous Phi
P s i R ibs -f Slide
S how 6pm •
H ouse

P hi Sig 500
Meet O H ouse
6 30pm

Event T B A
can 783-0642

Sports D ay at
Santa Rosa
Park,
4 00pm

C asino N ight
w ith soronty at
the P hi Delta
House,
invite O nly

Interview s at the
Phi Delta House.
InvKe O nly

Sports Day
w /sorority
M eet 9 H ouse
12:00pm

Smoker,
Invite O nly

Tri-Tip BBQ
w /sorority 6pm
9 House

BB Q a Slide
show e H ouse
5:30pm

For More Information, Call Mike Moore @ 5 4 1-5722
Check out our Web Site @ www.calpoly.edu/~smkenned/IFC.html
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Arts center continues opening festivities

Getting help...

unnoticed.
“Most of the children .selected
Daily Staff Writer
for training at Ballet Tech do not
Tfie Performing Arts ('enter know that becoming a ballet
(PA(') made its debut last Friday, dancer is an option or a possibili
but the (Jrand Opening h'estival ty,” its press release states. “Many
of the children have never left
continues this weekend.
“Last weekend was superb. It their neighborhoods before they
was nearly flawless,” said Ron travel by school bus to their first
Kegier, managing director of the class (at Ballet Tech).”
Tonight’s performances mark
FAC.
Fart of what “success” is for Kids Dance’s first West-Coast
the FACL a costly and inspired appearance.
This season also marks the
project for both (hrl Foly and the
first
time that all the performers
city of San Luis Obispo, is getting
in Felds Ballet.s/NY are former
high exposure.
students
of Ballet Tech.
“Through the course of the
Moon Ja Minn Suhr, a Cal
weekend, we had about 9,000 peo
Foly
theater and dance professor
ple through the hall,” Kegier said.
who has taught ballet courses
And there is more to come.
Tonight features the Feld here for 27 years, requires that all
Ballets/NY dance company. of her students go to tonight’s per
Founded in New York 26 years formance.
“He (E'eld) is quite a wellago by Eliot Feld, the company
known
choreographer,” Suhr said.
performs pieces that is self
described as a “range from eye- Suhr has not yet seen a Feld
poppingly modern to playful com Ballet.s/NY production, but is
binations of more traditional looking forward to it.
Suhr and her students will be
movement.”
Two of the evening’s pieces will enjoying the show, but also watch
be performed by Kids Dance, a ing critically to see what they can
group of young performers who learn by observing “the lighting,
have been trained at Feld Ballets’ costumes, scenery, the sets, and
some movements,” Suhr said.
afllliate ballet school.
Saturday evening will bring
This .school, known as Ballet
Tech but formally called The New an entirely different performance
York (hty Public School for Dance, to the FAC! in the form of singer
provides students with dance Chris LeDoux along with special
classes, equipment and trans guest group. The Delevantes.
LeDoux’s sound is described as
portation free of charge.
The school is funded by contri “Rock and Roll rodeo,” and food
butions, and the program discov science junior Scott Nerell, who’s
ers talent that might otherwise go going to the concert with a group
By M a ry H adley

Walter Capps campaign worker Jessica Fallon gets assistance from EMTs
after falling head first off her bicycle on Grand Ave. near the entrance to
Cal Poly. / Daily photo by Joe Johnston

.SKNATK: Clinton’s administration opposes the Federal Express clause
From page 1

he .sought re-election.
For four days, a group of
Democrats held up the FAA bill to
protest what they said was a lastminute addition to help Federal
Express prevent its truck drivers
from organizing in a union.
By Thursday, even many
Democrats were anxious to leave,
and that was reflected in a 66-31
vote, SIX more than the 60 needed,
to end debate on the issue and
movi* to passage of the measure.
President ('linton, whose
administration has expressed
oppo.sition to the Federal Express
clau.se, nevertheless welcomed
the bill’s passage Tbursday.
“Because of this legislation,
criminal background checks can
now be conducted on airport per.sonnel, new explosives detection
technology can lx* deployed, bag

gage will be checked in more thor
oughly, passenger profiling will be
instituted and families who lose a
loved one in an accident will be
able to get the help that they
need,” C'linton .said in a state
ment.
Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMa.ss., defeated in his attempt to
remove the Federal p]xpress lan
guage, maintained that the issue
would not be forgotten when vot
ers go to the polls. “It symbolizes
what Nov. .5 is all about,” he said.
“This special interest provision
would never have passed a
Democratic Congress.”
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., in
turn accu.sed Kennedy of waging
“class warfare” when at issue was
a bill that would provide needed
airport construction money and
.security reforms.
The bad feelings at the end
were characteristic of a Congress

that has seen some major accom
plishments — telecommunica
tions, farm support and welfare
overhauls — and the disastrous
showdown over a balanced budget
deal that culmiixated in two par
tial government shutdowns.
Wishing to avoid such a deba
cle this year, the House on
Saturday and the Senate on
Monday approved a $.389 billion
spending bill for the fiscal year
that began Tuesday. The mea
sure, which included an extra
$6..5 billion .sought by the admin
istration for education and other
social programs, provided funds
for all the federal departments
and agencies not covered by previ
ously approved spending bills.
More importantly, it contained
none of the “killer” provisions that
had prompted President Clinton
to veto spending bills last year.
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of friends, concurs.
LeDoux’s music is “very tradi
tional, as in country-western
rodeo music,” Nerell said. “The
songs are mainly stories, life
experiences of his.”
And Nerell should know— he
and his roommates own ten Chris
LeDoux CDs. To date, LeDoux has
recorded 28 albums.
Garth Brooks used to open for
LeDoux’s shows. Brooks has
described LeDoux as “a rocker
with a cowboy hat on.”
The Delevantes will be per
forming with LeDoux and were
described by Robert Santelli in
Rolling Stone magazine as deliv
ering “a broad view of the
American musical crossroads,
where country and rock meet,
and, in this case become one.”
Those attending the LeDoux
concert can also go to the “Rodeo
BB(i” in the FAC plaza at 6 p.m.
'fhose not attending the concert
can still go to the BBQ, but tickets
cost more.
Barbecue tickets are still
available, but as of Tuesday tick
ets for the LeDoux concert were
.sold out. There are still tickets
available for the E'eld Ballets/NY
show.
Both shows begin at 8 p.m. at
Cal Poly’s Performing Arts
Center. To order tickets, call 7562787 or go to the FAC ticket office,
located on Grand Avenue.

Keating ordered
released from jail
By Scott U a d k iw
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Charles
Keating Jr., the S&L chief who
swindled millions from the
elderly and became a symbol of
the 1980s thrift crisis, was
ordered released from an
Arizona prison Thursday to
await a hearing on a new trial.
U.S. District Judge Mariana
Pfaelzer set bail at $300,000 and
gave the former Lincoln Savings
& Loan boss 10 days to come up
with it.
Pfaelzer’s order came after
lawyers on both sides ques
tioned jurors who convicted
Keating of racketeering, fraud
and conspiracy in the federal
trial three years ago.
Keating, 72, has sought a
new trial on the grounds that
some federal jurors knew about
his earlier state conviction in
connection with the 1980s sav
ings and loan debacle and dis
cussed it among themselves.
The hearing on whether he
will get a retrial is scheduled for
Nov. 25.
Keating became a symbol of
the country’s 1980s S&L col
lapse after his American
Continental
Corp.
bought
Irvine-based Lincoln Savings &
Loan and invested its taxpayerinsxired deposits in high-risk
land, hotel and secxuities deals.
The government estimated
losses to taxpayers at $3.4 bil
lion after Lincoln was seized by
regulators, one of the worst S&L
failures of a crisis whose costs

are now put at $480 billion.
Keating continues to blame
government regulators and leg
islators for his and Lincoln’s
woes. He has been serving a 10year state prison sentence and a
12-year, seven-month federal
sentence concurrently. Keating
has served more than 41/2 years
so far.
“He’s
obviously
very
pleased,* Keating’s lawyer Steve
Neal said of the ruling. “I think
(Keating) has been in prison
long enough, and (this case)
should be brought to an end.*
A federal judge in April over
turned his state court conviction
for swindling elderly investors,
finding errors in jury instruc
tions by Judge Lance A. Ito. The
state is appealing the ruling.
Then in June, the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ordered
a hearing on allegations of jury
misconduct in Keating’s federal
trial on charges of cheating the
investors and looting Lincoln at
taxpayer expense.
Lawyers who questioned
Keating’s federal jurors wanted
to know what jurors knew and
when they knew it about his
prior state conviction on securi
ties fraud charges.
Evidence was deliberately
kept out of the federal case
because it would have been
highly prejudicial, Pfaelzer said.
She told jurors not to discuss the
case among themselves or any
one else.
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V01J.KYBAI,1,: Jenssen leads team in hitting
From page 8

West). Three starters returned
from last year’s team that went 719, and finished ninth in the Big
West with a 4-14 record. One of
their wins was a result of a 3-1
victory over the Mustangs.
Meanwhile, the Cal State
Fullerton Titans, coming off a
home loss to No. 17 Pacific on
Saturday, are 8-5 on the year (0-2
in the Big West); recording one of
their best starts in recent years.
Middle blocker Trisha Jenssen
is eagerly anticipating the upcom
ing matches and the competition
that they represent.
“This weekend is important
because we have to win these
games to start establishing our
selves in the Big West,” Jenssen
said.
Jenssen was third on the team

last year as a freshman with 200
kills and is currently leading the
team with a hitting percentage of
.314. She has reached double fig
ures in kills in the last four
games, including a 14 kill perfor
mance in Cal Poly’s win over New
Mexico State on Thursday.
She said she believes that the
team is improving on a lot of
things.
“We’re on the right track,” she
concluded.
Overall, the team is off to a
great start, and this is the week
end for them to make a name for
themselveSj^ They also have a
chance to improve their record.
One more win for the
Mustangs will equal the total
number of wins they had last sea
son.

SOCCER: Last year Cal Poly defeated Northridge 2-1 at Mustang Stadium
From page 8

come through with something.
“There is no doubt this team
has the ability,” Gartner said. “The
odds are against us, but 1think we
will have a turnaround.”
Gartner saw something he
liked in the Mustangs’last game, a
3-2 loss to UNC-Charlotte.
“What came back in the last
game was the underdog spirit that
we’ve always lived by,” Gartner
said. “These guys were never used
to being the team to beat.
“1 like this adversity to some
degree, because 1 see people fight
ing and putting more out there,”
Gartner added. “1 never liked this
standing on a platform. A little bit
of arrogance had become part of
the team.”
Cal Poly must get a win in its

first league game before it can
focus on the rest of the season.
Last year the Mustangs defeated
Northridge 2-1 at Mustang
Stadium.
“We need a big win to boost our
confidence,” said Cal Poly mid
fielder Jacob Moseley. “Last year
we came out slow against
Northridge. 1 expect us to come
out strong and hopefully get ahead
early.”
Clay Harty, Martin Haynes,
Seiji Sato and Tony ChowanaBandhu will be playing the for
ward positions. Danny Hill, Wade
Stark and Jacob Moseley will
cover the midfield. Defenders P.J.
Woolridge, Jonathon Bedrosian
and Scott Holmes will protect
goalie Greg Connell.
The Mustangs opened the sea

son with a 2-1 victory over Oregon
State. They then lost four straight
games on the road, before return
ing home. Cal Poly beat Texas
Pan-American

at

Mustang

Stadium, 7-0, and then had three
losses on the road.
“When it rains it pours. We had
exceptional luck in the opening
game against a good Oregon State
team,” Gartner said. “p]ver since
then all that luck we had in that
game is almost haunting us. When
there is a question everything is
going against us.”
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Info, for Waterski Team Call
Jack 545-7872
Trevor 544-0711
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AXÌ2 AX12 AXÌ2 AXi2 AXi2 AXÌ2
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
welcome our new members the

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 PTS
GRE 214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS

Earn what you're worth!!!
You set schedule and number of
hours to work Unlimited $$$$$
potential! Call Leslie 773-9697

Alpha Betas
AXÌ2 AXi2 AXÌ2 AXi2 AXÌ2 AXi2

A.N .NO I ’Nc: l i .MB NTS

COME Q TRI-TIP WIITH BROS OF EN
IN THE U.U MONDAY 5-8PM

Get involved!
Positions are available in over
50 committees.
Pick up an application in UU
217A
Applications are due Fri. Oct. 4

P bhsonals
Two year old and his Mommy and
Daddy wish to adopt newborn and
give him/her lots of love and
security. Legal/confidential/
expenses paid. Call Paula & Rick
anytime at (800) 553-4392

Looking for
a Church?
Mt. Carmel Lutheran Church
invites you to Sunday services.
8:15, 9:30, &10:45 am.
1701 Fredericks, off Grand Ave.
Free student BBQ on 10/6 at 5pm.

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE $500 IN
5 DAYS - Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. FAST.
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION

KA0
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(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33

Thanks IN for the beautiful
& exciting wedding exchange

DANCERS WANTED

GOV’T FORCLOSED homes for
pennies on the $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area
Toll free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext.
H-2386 for current listings.

ASl

RUSH LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA
Mon 10/7 - TRI-TIP BAR-B-QUE
4:00 pm
on Theatre Lawn
Tue 10/8 - LIVE CONCERT & PIZZA
7:00 pm
w/r<J>B @ BACKSTAGE
Wed 10/9 - DESSERT w/AX12 at
6:00 pm
1464 Foothill
Thu 10/10- TRI-TIP & SLIDE SHOW
6:00 pm @ AXA-1617 Santa Rosa
Sat 10/12- FIESTA & TACOS w/AOl I
6:00 pm @AXA- 1617 Santa Rosa
Mon 10/14- CASUAL NIGHT @AXA
5:00 pm
1617 Santa Rosa
FOR RIDES OR QUESTIONS, CALL
ERIK @ 544-3456 OR 541-5251
SEE WHAT IN IS ALL ABOUT
CHECK OUT THE FRATERNITY FORUM

S

b h v ic h s

T&J HAUL & YARDWORK
Haul away appliances, scrap metal.
Irrigation repair, installation. 927-9365

The first Cal Poly Mustang
Band Dance Team is forming and
looking for dancers! For info
call Jennifer Barnes 773-2677

OPPOKTL'.MTIBS

.

mCAUTIONM!
Make No Investments or Provide
No Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisments
in the Opportunities Section
$1750 Weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call
301-306-1207
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!!
International Bartenders School
will be in town 1 week only. Day/
eve classes. Job placement asst.
Nationwide or local earn to $20/hr
Call today. Limited seating. Earn
$ and have fun!! 800-859-4109
EARN EXTRA $ EASILY-SELL AVON!

**• Call Marjy 528-8838 ***

MISTER BOFFO

li.VlPLO'i
HEARST CASTLE currently recruiting
for GUIDE TRAINEE ($8 81-$10 35
per hour) and GUIDE I, HISTORICAL
MONUMENT ($12.27-$15.35 per
hour). Duties include conducting
formal tours at the Castle Applicants
should have the ability to speak
before large groups Employees must
be available to work weekends,
holidays, and summers Calif. Park
Service is an EOE employer.
Informational interview workshops will
be held on campus Oct. 9&10.To
attend call Bruce Brown Oct. 4-7
between 10am-3pm@ 805-927-2030.

SEIZED CARS from $175.Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD’s
Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. A-2386 for curr. list

li.V lP L O Y .V IlL N ' T
Internet Literate Help Wanted
Part time Los Osos 528-2100
The San Luis Obispo Parks and
Recreation Dept. Is looking
for enthusiastic, creative and
caring people to work at
licensed school-age day care
centers in the afternoons. For
more details ot to pick up an
application, call 781-7447
Figurative Illustrator needed
yesterday. $7.00/hr. Project San
Diego Airport for sculptor
Elizabeth MacQueen. Project Due
Oct. 18 Call 543-4493 or 547-1439

.
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MINI BLINDS
And other various window
coverings. Factory direct for
low prices. Caleb 549-9768

M

orbos
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MOPED - 49cc - 160 Actual Miles
150MPG Great for short
commuters 500.00 772-0362

1 lo.MBs. I'(YR S a l b
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO

Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E
***543-8370****

by Joe Martin
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CITIZEN DOG

By Steve Moore
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“Typical new dad: The kid’s still a maggot —
barely able to squirm — but Dewey’s already
bought him a regulation-size football.’’

SPORTS
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Mustangs face pair of
Big W e st opponents

Sports
\
A TAVERN OF SPORTS

NEWS
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By M eg an Lehtonen

Doily Staff Writer
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The Cal Poly women’.s volley
ball team has a lot to look forward
to.
After a disappointing loss to
top 20 rival U.C. Santa Barbara
(UCSB) last Saturday, they are
ready and waiting for w'hat this
weekend has to offer.

\ f -

• W u lf^ cin g C|i\rtnc‘r
C a / P o ly m en's s o c a r conch
on h is te nnis perform nnee

• Women’s Volleyball

T O D A Y ’S G A M E S

Q
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• Men's Soccer vs. Cal State
Northridge @ Mustang Stadium,
7 p.m,
• Women’s Soccer vs. Univ. of
Portland @ Univ. of Washington,
1 p.m.
• Women's Volleyball vs. U.C.
Irvine ® Mott Gym, 7 p.m.

^

T p M Q R R Q W’g G A M E S
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• Cross Country @ Stanford
Invite @ Palo Alto. Calif,
• Football vs. Idaho @ Idaho,
3:05 p.m.
• Women's Volleyball vs. Cal
State Fullerton ® Mott Gym, 7
p.m.
S U N D A Y ’S G A M E S
• Women’s Soccer vs Univ. of
Washington ® Washington. 1
pm
Home games in BOLD

Track and Field gets two
new assistant coaches
Cal Poly has named Sheldon
Blockburger and Pete Corkery as
full-time assistant track and field
coaches for the Mustangs
Blockburger. a form.,r decathlete, won a bronze medal in the
1991 Pan-American Games and
set the Indooi Pentathlon World
Record in 1987
He has spent the past three
years as an assistant for the
U.S Wisa Decathlon Team in San
Mateo, C alit, under coach Harry
Marra
Corkery has spent the past six
seasons as an assistant coach at
University of Colorado training
throwers and multi-event com
petitors Prior to that, he was a
part-time assistant strength
coach at Northern Arizona
University (NAU) for track and
football
Corkery graduated from NAU
in 1987. where he threw the shot
put and discus and was named
to the Big Sky ContererKe team.
The two coaches were set to
begin their duties on Oct 1.

Deion's day in court
FORT MYERS, Fin. (AP)
— I>»*ion Sanders of the
D allns Cowboys decided
Thursday not to fight tres
passing charges for fishing
on a rt'stricted lake. He was
fined, given community .ser
vice and told to stay away
from the lake.
Sanders pleadtHl no con
test and was fined $'250 plus
court costs He also was
given six months pndmtion
during which he must work
.50 hours with youngsters in
the Fort Myers area.
C A L POLY
S P O R T S H O T LIN E
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The Mustangs defense will have to be strong this weekend when they face
U.C. Irvine Friday, and Cal State Fullerton Saturday in a pair of Big West
matchups / Daily photo by Dawn Kalmar

The Mustangs will host U.C.
Irvine (UCI) on Friday and Cal
State Fullerton on Saturday in a
pair of key Big West Conference
matches at Mott Gym.
Cal Poly, currently 8-4 overall
and fourth in the Big West
Conference Western Division at 11, is anticipating this weekend’s
competition with a lot of motiva
tion.
According to Head Coach Steve
Schlick, one of his teams’ main
pre-sea.son goals is to be in the Big
West Tournament at the end of the
season. But in order for that to

happen, they need to place within
the top four in their conference.
“These two teams (UCI and
Fullerton) are the teams we need
to beat,” Schlick said regarding
the upcoming matches. “We
absolutely need to win, hut we
need to play well to do that.”
So, how hard is it for them to
play weir.^ Schlick said that a big
focus during practices lately has
been to pay close attention to the
statistics.
He said that the team is doing
a good job siding out, but they
need to do a better job defensively
so they can transition better. All of
this will lead to more points, and
eventually, a victory.
One of the Mustangs greatest
strengths right now in blocking.
As a team, Cal Poly is ranked 18th
nationally with 3.1 blocks per
game, while holding opponents to
only 1.7 blocks per game.
The competition this weekend
will vary. UCI is .struggling with a
1-12 overall record (0-2 in the Big
See VOLLEYBALL page 7

Men’s soccer looks for win in league opener
By Greg Manifold
Doily Sports Editor

Last year a late sea.son article in Mustang Daily
counted the men’s soccer team out of the NCAA
|)layofTs proclaiming, “Put the nail in the coffin. Let
the fat lady sing."
A week later, the Mustangs silenced critics by
reaching the first round of the NCAA playoffs and
almost upsetting UCI.A, before losing 2-1.
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• Men’s Soccer___________________
This year, aller returning all but one starU-r, ('al
I'oly again has its hack against the wall. The
Mustangs have gotten off to a 2-7 start.
But can the Mustangs overcome adversity again
to reach the playoffs?
Despite a sluggisli start, Cal I’oly has one thing
111 Its favor. Tfie Mustangs have a 0-0 record in their
first season in the Mountain I’acific Sports
Federation (MPSF). If Cal Poly can manage to win
the entire league, it would receive an automatic
berth in the playoffs.
The Mustangs’ first test in the MPSF comes
tonight us they face ('al State Northridge, who have
u 3-2-1 rt‘cord. Kickoff is 7 p.m. at Mustang
; Í-S ♦
Stadium.
“I’d love to shuck everybody that has given up on
us and shock them again by winning this league,”
said Cal I’oly Head Coach Wolfgang Gartner. “We Doug Cox and other Cal Poly players set up a line of defense during practice Wednesday. The
always seem to put ourselves into comers and then Mustangs were preparing to face Cal State Northridge tonight / Daily photo by Joe Johnston
See SO CCER p a g e 7

Umpires threaten walkout today if Alomar plays
By Roeold BImn
Assoooted Prtss

NEW YORK — Baseball
umpires, insisting “there’s no
room for compromise" said they
will strike today because of
Roberto Almomar’s continued
pre.sence in the playoffs.
“We are walking out after the
last game tonight,” umpires union
head
Richie
Phillips said
Thursday by telephone from his
Philadelphia office.
I.aiwyers for the umpires and
baseball owners are to appear
Friday in U.S. District Court in
Philadelphia, where the American
and National leagues have asked
for an injunction that would pre
vent vet another ha.seball walkout.

U.S. District Judge Edmund
Ludwig, who was assigned the
case Tuesday, was attempting to
work out a deal by telephone
Thursday, Phillips said. Another
person involved in the case said
there were negotiations among
owners, umpires and the players’
association.
“We’re not making any
progress toward a settlement, any
progress whatsoever,” Phillips
said. “There’s no room for compro
mise. They could offer us every
thing in the world, and they’ve
offered us a lot, and there’s noth
ing that would change our stance.”
Two games are scheduk‘d for
Friday, with Baltimore playing
(fieveland in the late afternoon
and the New York Yankees at

Texas in the evening. Replacement
umpires will be on standby in case
the regulars refuse to work.
Acting commissioner Bud Selig
and American League president
Gene Budig planned to join base
ball’s lawyers in court on Friday.
Selig did not return a call for com
ment.
Alomar, Baltimore’s All-Star
second baseman, spit on umpire
John Hirschbeck last week in
Toronto, and Budig suspended
him for five games. Under base
ball precedent, the suspension will
be served at the start, of next sea
son.
“They make a distinction
between the two,” said NL umpire
flerry Crawford, the president of
the umpires’ union. “A game is a

game no matter when you play it.”
Umpires want Alomar sus
pended immediately and had
hoped Budig would use the play
er’s appeal of the penalty as an
opening to increase the penalty.
But Alomar withdrew the appeal
Wednesday night after being
assured the suspension will be
served next season.
“What has happened is an
unhappy situation for all con
cerned,” said Orioles owner Peter
Angelos, a labor lawyer. “Alomar
has clearly made an apology which
is very sincere and very heartfelt
and I feel that to continue this
controversy in this fashion makes
the position of all those involved
more unfortunate and serves no
constructive purpose.”

